Here’s the 72” out-front rotary mower that doesn’t slip and slide all over side slopes.

When we designed this Jacobsen out-front commercial, we knew it could do all of the things we wanted it to.

Like mow up to 30 acres a day. Climb up and down curbs. Trim tight around trees. And with optional accessories, it can mulch leaves, plow snow or blow snow. And even sweep.

The trick was to distribute the weight so it would grip the turf with all six wheels when angling along side slopes.

Front wheels support cutter deck for super stability.

That’s why the cutting deck is mounted on the carrier, with the two front wheels supporting it. This design keeps the rear wheels from lifting, and makes the Jacobsen the most stable out-front rotary on the market.

Not only that, the weight on the drive wheels can be adjusted for different terrain conditions. For reliable traction.

This is the only 72” out-front rotary that meets the tough safety standards of the American National Standards Institute, Inc. (ANSI). No mean feat in itself.

Can perform zero turning radius, trims like a small mower.

We suggest you ask your Jacobsen distributor for a demonstration of this superbly designed mower-trimmer-mulcher-sweeper-snow blower-plow-combination-miracle-machine.

It’s the one that digs in on side slopes.
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